Corporate
Events
We offer a fully flexible events service based around any requirements of the client. We therefore do not have any
rigid or set 'packages' as such.
We do however understand that it can be helpful to get some idea of what is available, so we can offer some
guidance based on previous events we have attended/hosted.

Basic catering
If you are hosting an event (product launch, private
screening etc) and you simply wish for us to provide
cheese for the event on a catering basis, we can offer
per person packages starting from as little as £10pp.
Some of the factors affecting the event prices would be:
 staffing and presentation
 choice of cheese
 size of event

Retail catering (free to customer)

Ticketed/Bespoke Events
If you are hosting a ticketed event, such as a wine and
cheese tasting event, we are able to offer a full cheese
consultancy package. This could include:
 a
 n in depth consultation on the choice of
cheeses that would suit your requirements
 t he attendance of a cheese expert on the day
to talk through the cheeses with customers
 e
 legant and professional presentation
of the cheese
We are able to provide packages such as the above for
as little as £15pp.

If you are hosting a free to customer retail event, such
as a wine tasting or food event, we are able to provide
cheese for the event as a retail stand.

Should the event also include the opportunity for
customers to purchase cheese on the day, we would be
able to offer customers discounts.

In these cases we can provide cheese for customers
and offer them the opportunity to purchase cheese
that they try on the day, as well as signing up with us
for updates and subscriptions.

As mentioned, we see every event as a totally unique
and new proposition, so please do get in contact to
discuss your specific requirements. We would love to
hear from you.

Depending on the type of event, the particular
conditions of the event, and promotion of the event,
we are able to offer our services free of charge.*
* subject to late cancellation charges
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